In new markets such as in-vehicle cameras, surveillance camera and sensing applications that are rising rapidly in recent years, there is a growing need for better NIR sensing capability for clearer night vision imaging, in addition to wider dynamic range imaging without motion artifacts and higher signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio, especially in low-light situation. We have improved the previously reported single exposure type wide dynamic range CMOS image sensor (CIS), by optimizing the optical structure such as micro lens shape, forming the absorption structure on the Si surface and adding the back side deep trench isolation (BDTI). We achieved high angular response of 91.4%, high Gr/Gb ratio of 98.0% at ±20°, 610nm, and high NIR sensitivity of QE 35.1% at 850nm, 20.5% at 940nm without degrading wide dynamic range performance of 91.3dB and keeping low noise floor of 1.1e-rms.
Introduction
In order to respond to increased market demand, we have developed Brillnics H 3 DR ® (Hybrid, High Fidelity, and High Speed Dynamic Range) technology that can achieve the wide dynamic range (WDR) imaging which exceeds 91dB with a single exposure using the standard Back Side Illuminated (BSI) CMOS sensor process 1)-3) .
In addition to the WDR imaging performance, higher NIR sensitivity for night vision imaging is becoming a crucial performance item, especially in the areas of invehicle / surveillance cameras and emerging sensing applications. To meet and exceed this new demand, we improved the previously reported single exposure type wide dynamic range CIS, and achieved higher NIR sensitivity.
The types and characteristics of previously reported major WDR sensors are shown in Table 1 . Synthesizing a multiple exposure times in a frame sequential manner 4) -6) and synthesizing a multiple of exposure times in a row sequential manner 7)-9) have been widely used, but those sensors tend to generate motion artifacts and flicker, both caused by time asynchrony. In addition, WDR sensors which have a pair of large and small pixel 10)-11) , and a dual pixel sensor for choosing the accumulation time 12)-15) has advantage because it keeps the simultaneity of the accumulation times for multiple exposures and can be applicable to small pixels, but the disadvantage is that it reduces the spatial resolution by half. Moreover,
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A Concept of HDR Synthesis
A flow of the sensor's signal processing and a concept of signal synthesis to generate WDR images are shown in Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b) , respectively. The sensor can switch the pixel gain by changing the capacitance of the floating diffusion into three levels. Among three-pixel gains, the sensor can readout two signals, for example, the high gain signal and the low gain signal, denoted as HPG and LPG, respectively, then each signal is converted into 13-bit digital signal using the identical Analog-to-Digital converter (ADC). Those digital signals are linearized or synthesized in real-time on chip before they are output as a 16-bit digital code. In the linearization procedure, a certain digital code in 12-bit range of the high gain is used as a switching or joint point; a level to fuse the high gain with the low gain.
The low gain signal is gain-corrected or gained up, using the pre-defined gain ratio to connect properly to the high gain signal. For pixels that do not exceed the switching point, the high gain signal is used; therefore, high sensitivity, low readout noise and higher S/N ratio in low light situation can be obtained. On the other hand, for pixels that exceed the switching point, low gain signal is used; therefore, a large amount of photons can be handled to prevent pixels from saturation. With a combination of these two readouts, large intra-scene DR can be achieved as a result. Generally, one-pixel portion is formed by one photodiode.
Photodiode Full Well Capacity Enhancement
When the impurity concentration of the photodiode is increased to enlarge full well capacity, PD potential is deepened which tends to cause the image lag and a higher readout voltage is required. Therefore, in the case of increasing full well capacity, it is known to divide a pixel into a plurality of photodiodes 19)-20) as shown in Figure 2 (b). In this reference structure, the increase in the PD potential can be suppressed and the PN junction capacitance C1 of the pixel surface portion can be enlarged while keeping the same PD potential, whereby full well capacity increases. Similarly, the capacity C2 is newly formed at pixel deep portion also contributes to an increase of full well capacity. However, in this structure, isolation area is formed at the center of pixels which is also the optical center of this pixel, so the degradation of sensitivity and the increase of cross talk are concerns.
To address these concerns, we have developed the new pixel structure shown in Figure 2 light incidence side where light is incoming; therefore no loss of aperture area. With this structure, the decrease of sensitivity and increase of crosstalk are suppressed.
The effect of sensitivity degradation by the p-isolation layer is not observed as much as we anticipated. We think it because the depletion region is formed well into inside the p-region and recombination rate is low. As a result, the full well capacity of the 3µm pixel is increased to 40 ke-while achieving the responsivity of 24ke-/lxsec.
The Compatibility between High Full Well Capacity and Low Noise
To achieve both high full well capacity and low noise in the same pixel, a multiple conversion gain pixel is adopted. Figure 3 
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Improvement of Optical Characteristics and Development of NIR Pixels
To additionally respond to the strong demand in the market for optical performance improvement and NIR sensing capability, we improved the NIR sensitivity and other optical performance of the current 3µm pixel single exposure WDR sensor as described below.
Improvement of Optical Characteristics
To improve angular response (AR) performance, the optical layer thickness is minimized using general type color filter whose thickness is 0.7µm, and micro lens (MCL) shape is optimized. Therefore, AR performance improved from 90.4% to 91.4%. On the other hand, in the conventional pixels which have two photodiodes, the difference between horizontal and vertical AR caused by the asymmetry of photodiode shape is a concern.
Therefore, we tried to optimize the PD and Isolation layouts by tuning the doping concentration and layout geometry for each layer so that the incident electrons can be collected similarly on both directions, and improved the asymmetry of AR performance. Figure 7 shows the AR performance at green light of this sensor.
The performance of horizontal and vertical AR is almost identical, and both horizontal and vertical AR achieved 90% at ±20°. Figure 8 shows the Gr/Gb ratio for red light. In our first trial, the Gr / Gb ratio caused by LPG ( x analog gain 1 time) and HPG ( x analog gain 8 times). crosstalk from adjacent red pixels increased as a function of the incident light angle, but in this prototype which has the back side deep trench isolation (BDTI) structure 21) , the crosstalk from adjacent red pixels is suppressed at the large incident angle. As a result, Gr/Gb ratio is improved.
Improvement of NIR sensitivity
In this work, the absorption structure is formed on the Si surface, and optical structure is optimized. Figure 9 shows the QE performance of this sensor. QE performance at 850nm is improved from17.7% to 35.1%, and QE performance at 940nm is improved from 8.75%
to 20.5%. Table 2 shows the sensor characteristics of the prototype device. The sensor achieved 40ke-maximum readout signal and 24ke-/lxsec sensitivity while also improving the peak QE of 35.1% and 20.5% at 850nm
and 940nm, respectively. Figure 10 shows its chip micrograph. Figure 11 shows a captured image with halogen lump whereas Fig. 12 shows capture images using 940nm LED light. The effect of NIR sensitivity improvement is clearly seen.
Conclusion
We succeeded in developing an NIR sensor with good optical characteristics with dynamic range of 91 dB at single exposure. The developed sensor can be applied to applications such as security, sensing and in-vehicle cameras.
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